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INTRODUCTION

 There is an estimated number of two billion people remain unbanked 
globally with no access to any kind of basic financial service. Recent 
technological developments at financial service basis’, technology leads 
people to involve into it. Speaking of financial development, blockchain 
technology is a non-negligible one. Thus, blockchain leads the market 
with Bitcoin. Bitcoin is the pioneer blochchain based cryptocurrency in 
the market. It is considered a revolutionary invention, however, it has
dedeficiencies that affect the easy and efficient use of it in our daily lives. 
This has to be overcame. Providing a service with the ease of use for
everyone with sustaining the advantage of blockchain and
cryptocurrency technologies together is the key for achieving the
ultimate payment system. There are many emerging developments and 
Vipe aims to gather all of them together.
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WHAT IS VIPE?

Vipe is an innovative payment system that enables its users to have the 
most easy to use and reasonably-priced services for cryptocurrencies. 
Users are enabled to easily store and exchange between
ccryptocurrencies and fiat currency with the most satisfactory rates for the 
user. And the much more preferable part of the system is that Vipe don’t 
charge users for sending and receiving crypto assets. That means free 
transactions for all users, including Vipe (VPE), Bitcoin (BTC) and Ether 
(ETH) cryptocurrencies. 
Exchanging between assets including VPE, BTC, ETH and USD are instant 
with almost non-existing fees.
UseUsers are also enabled to use VipeCard; the solution for spending
crypto assets and cash withdrawal from ATM’s all over the world.
Combining all of these features, Vipe gather all of the crucial
requirements to have a complete cryptocurrency solution.
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THE PROBLEM AND VIPE SOLUTION

In recent years, cryptocurrency usage enables us to buy a house, or 
even a supercar. But when it comes to transfer assets to someone or 
spending a small amount may cause high fees and it may exceed the 
actual product/service we are taking. This means, the liquidity of
cryptocurriencies is low. Liquidity is the measurement of how easily and 
quickly an asset is transferred, bought or sold without affecting the 
market price. In this manner, cash is the most known and liquid asset.
VVipe’s solution is to gather the liquidity of cash and the secure and
private environment of cryptocurrencies together. By doing this, efficiency 
in transfer expenses, time saving and easy usage features are obtained. 
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Vipe Technologies uses its own enterprise blockchain system. Every detail 
about transactions and all user operations are stored on a centralized 
platform. This platform also provides a backup feature that secures our 
users to have involuntary asset losses. In other words, all users are
protected against any kind of vicious process. As the worth of VPE
increases and the earnings of Vipe Technologies grow, our server
headquarters will scatter through different locations on distinctive
rregions. This strategy provides top level security and spare logic. for Vipe 
system.
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VPE TOKEN

Vipe aims to put forward a constantly-evolving token that will always 
counterbalance the demand of the users and provide all features of the 
blockchain. The abbreviation “VPE”, is the label for the Vipe
cryptocurrency. A total number of 100.000.000 VPE Tokens are produced. 
One VPE can be divided in to 1.000.000 units. The smallest unit of VPE is 
called "Vip". In this manner, 1 Vipe equals to 1.000.000 Vip and 1Vip 
equals to 0.000001 Vipe.
Our pOur prominent software development team created a cryptography 
method called "I2 algorithm", containing a complex and unique function 
that is used on each Vip. As a result, 100 trillion Vip’s are generated.
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TOKEN DISTRIBUTION

The distribution of limited 100.000.000 VPE tokens is shown below. 
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VIPE WALLET AND VIPER PANEL

Users are able to reach their account using Vipe Wallet mobile
application that is available on IOS and Android platforms. Vipe Wallet 
includes features of; store, send, receive and exchange between assets.
Also account information and user profile  are available on Vipe Wallet. 

It is also possible for users to reach out Viper Panel from any web browser, 
being able to perform all features of the system with no need for a
smasmartphone.
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VIPE EXCHANGE

Vipe has its own exchange named after the system itself. Besides the fact 
that VPE will be listed on notable cryptocurrency exchanges, users will be 
able to exchange between VPE, BTC and ETH instantaneously through the 
Vipe Wallet mobile application or Viper Panel.
While exchanging betWhile exchanging between these assets, users pay almost non-existing 
fees using VPE as the fee. This procedure leads VPE to gain value day by 
day. The discount rate while paying the exchange fee with VPE is %50 
and it is discounted instantly during the exchange process.
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NO FEE PROCEDURE

Vipe offers its users to store, send and receive VPE for free forever.
TheThere aren’t any amount or another limit. In addition to this, Vipe also offers 
to send BTC and ETH for free. There will be still imperative transaction fees 
that miners take for BTC and ETH transactions, but Vipe won’t charge users 
for that. Instead, these fee expenses will be covered by Vipe Technologies’ 
income. Since Vipe Technologies will derive profit from capital gain after 
ICO completion and exchange entrances, Vipe Technologies divide this 
value to offer users no transaction fee procedure. In this manner, a user 
who who received VPE to his/her wallet at least once, will be able to start 
sending BTC and ETH for free. 
Vipe system automatically detects the activeness of the user. Thus, the
activeness of the user designates the no fee for BTC and ETH transaction 
right of the user. There is a minimum of two transactions of BTC or ETH per 
day is guaranteed to all users. Afterwards, by use of VPE as the fee 
amount, BTC and ETH transaction expenses are decreased by %50.
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VIPECARD

VipeCard is the ultimate solution for users to be able to pay and
withdraw in fiat currency, corresponding to crypto assets on the users
balance. Spend your crypto assets at thousands of point of sales’ and 
withdraw cash from ATM’s all over the world. 
When the user manages to useWhen the user manages to use VipeCard to pay or withdraw for any 
good/service, during the process, if the user has equivalent crypto assets, 
the amount will be paid/withdrew automatically. If the user has already 
activated "Reduce costs, use VPE" feature, crypto-fiat exchange fees are 
taken at %50 discounted price. 
TheThe VipeCard deposit amount is 10$ (excluding shipping costs). This 
amount could be paid in VPE, BTC or ETH. It is a one-time charged fee 
and VipeCard service is optional.
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DEFINITION OF ICO

ICO is the abbreviation of Initial Coin Offering. Necessary funds to start a 
project are raised for a new cryptocurrency venture through ICO. 
Participants of an ICO have the advantages of both using the projects 
features and an advantageous condition in the near future when the 
project succeeds.
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ICO STAGES

Vipe has 3 ICO stages to distribute a certain amount of VPE tokens. 
These stages are Pre-ICO, ICO Stage 1 and ICO Stage 2 respectively.
All three stages has advantage on the token sale price, as early so 
cheaper. The price of 1 VPE token starts from 0.5$ after all stages have 
completed. In addition, the discount on the token sale prices are %50, %40 
and %20 respectively. Distribution of ICO token sales is shown below on 
the chart.

Pre-ICO Token Sale Date Range:   25 March - 04 April 2018
ICO Stage 1 Token Sale Date Range:    06 April - 16 April 2018
ICO Stage 2 Token Sale Date Range:   18 April - 28 April 2018 
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DISTRIBUTION OF ICO FUNDS

Distribution of the raised ICO funds and are shown below.
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HOW TO INVOLVE?

To involve Vipe ICO, contributers need to follow the steps below;
- Sign up at offical Vipe website, getvipe.com
- Sign in to the user panel at the same adress or at viper.getvipe.com
- Head to the "Buy Token" section at the menu on the left
- Choose from Bitcoin or Ether as a payment method
- Follow easy payment instructions to complete your payment

After all necessaAfter all necessary transaction corfirmations are done, your VPE balance 
will be updated immediately.
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AIRDROP PROGRAM

Vipe offers airdrop program applicants free VPE tokens in return for their 
social network activities that will widen interest for Vipe positively. These 
networks include Facebook, Twitter, Video Sharing Services, Blog/Medium 
and BitcoinTalk. 



ROADMAP



Research for the need of a service that will
solve major deficiencies about cryptocurrencies.

Making the idea clarified. Desicions about needed
pre-investment and ICO calculations are made.

Building the team and initiate necessities 
for the startup.

Project infrastructure development started
with pre-investment.

Mobile Wallet application and user panel have
developed and 100.000.000 VPE tokens have
been produced.

Demo usage of the Vipe System is ready and
pre-ICO starts on late March.

Pre-ICO has completed and main ICO takes
place. Raised funds will take place at VipeCard
agreements, business integration expenses,
Vipe HQ server expenses and marketing costs.

Full scale system development and enlarging
Vipe Team.

Users are able to use all features of Vipe. Beta
testing has finished. Other ICO's tokens and
cryptocurrencies are listed on Vipe Exchange.

Making agreements with at least two notable
cryptocurrency exchanges and Vipe Exchange
gets available.

15.000.000 estimated active Vipe users.

20.000.000 USD 24 Hr exchange volume on 
Vipe Exchange

An estimated number of 15.000 shops and
businesses accept Vipe as a payment method.

October 2017 

November 2017 

January 2018 

March 2018 

May 2018 

July 2018 

February 2019 

December 2017 

February 2018 

April 2018 

June 2018 

December 2018 

June 2019 
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TEAM 

HENRIK HALMSSON
Co-Founder and CEO 

CHRISTINA MARIBELLE
Head, Sales & Marketing

ALEXANDER SEMYONOV
Senior Developer

LAILA JENSENLAILA JENSEN
Advisor

ANDERS OHLSSON
Chief Operating Officer

KARIM TENNAH
UI Designer

JONAH SEMAN
Advisor

+12 Sta+12 Staff
Jr. & Sr. Developers, Designers


